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Using this Guide

We invite you to use this magazine as a flexible teaching tool that is ideal for interdisciplinary 
learning of social studies and science content and core literacy concepts  Find practical advice 
for teaching individual articles or utilize a mini-unit that helps your students make cross-text 
connections as they integrate ideas and information  

READ MULTIPLE TEXTS PAGES 4 – 9

Each article in this magazine is well-suited for teaching Common Core literacy concepts and content area knowledge  

For each individual article page in this guide, you’ll find the following:

Prepare to Read
CCSS.SpeakListen.1, 2, 4

Common Core Connections to teach 
reading and writing standards 

CCSS.Reading.1, 2, 3 & 6

Content Concepts
Common Core Anchor Standards

TEACH A MINI-UNIT PAGES 11 – 13

Magazine texts can be easily grouped to make cross-text 

connections and comparisons  Our Common Core mini-unit 

guides students to read and discuss multiple texts and integrate 

ideas and information (CCSS Reading 9)  Discussing multiple 

articles (CCSS SpeakListen 1, 2, 4) prepares students to write 

texts to share and publish in a variety of ways (CCSS Writing 2) 

 

Key Vocabulary 
CCSS.Reading.4

ARTICLES

ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE 

ARTS 
CONTENT

CORE 
LITERACY

Close Reading Questions
CCSS.Reading.1-10

Essential Question
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READING
Core literacy concepts, such as the ones found in the Common Core State Standards, help students access social studies 

and science content  Integration of both literacy thinking and content study offers students a great way to become experts 

in reading informational text and literature for content knowledge   This guide provides questions to cover many core literacy 

concepts 

Common Core Reading, Speaking & Listening, and Writing

Draw Inferences (CCSS.Reading.1)     Summarize (CCSS.Reading.2) 
Describe Relationships (CCSS.Reading.3)   Determine Word Meaning (CCSS.Reading.4) 
Analyze Text Structure (CCSS.Reading.5)    Understand Author’s Point of View (CCSS.Reading.6)
Interpret Visual Information (CCSS.Reading.7)  Explain Reasons and Evidence (CCSS.Reading.8)

FOCUS STANDARD: CCSS.Reading.9: Integrate Ideas and Information  
Have students read multiple texts on the same topic from this magazine to build knowledge and make cross-text 
comparisons 

WRITING
Use the texts in this magazine to prompt informative/explanatory writing (CCSS.Writing.2). Have students use evidence from 

the texts to share information about social studies, language arts, or science content in the articles  See the Mini-Unit section 

of this guide (pgs 11 – 13) as well as the Text Pages (pgs 4 - 9) for ways to incorporate writing into your instruction 

DISCUSSION OPTIONS—IN CLASS OR ONLINE

Text Clubs: Form small reading groups of students reading the same text  Have students discuss the content, share 
ideas, and critically evaluate the text 

Jigsaw Clubs: Form small reading groups of students reading different texts  Invite students to share information and 
resources with each other

Whole Class: Launch with an essential question  Encourage students to find and share evidence from different texts to 
build a greater understanding of the question 

SPEAKING AND LISTENING
Use the texts in this magazine to spark meaningful discussions in person and online  Encourage deeper discussions where 

students can become topic experts (CCSS.SpeakListen.1, 2, 4).
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ARTICLE: Doodlebug & Dandelion
Magazine page 4, Contemporary Realistic Fiction     

KEY VOCABULARY
muffler (p. 4) a scarf worn to 

protect the neck

emerge (p. 5) to rise up or come 

into view

sign language (p. 5) a system 

of hand motions used for the deaf to 

communicate 

stifle (p. 6) to hold back 

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Communication Skills  CCSS Speaking & Listening 1, 2

As a class, create a list of other ways people predict the coming of spring? 

Compare these methods with Groundhog Day  Discuss which set of methods you 

think is most accurate  

Summarizing Text  CCSS Literature 2

In pairs or small groups, summarize the story by listing 5-7 main events  Write 

each event on a separate strip of paper  Ask other students to arrange the events 

in the order they happened in the story 

Word Relationships  CCSS Language 5

Dandelion says groundhogs are also called “land-beavers” and “whistle-pigs ” 

What evidence can you find that these make good nicknames?

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  On the top of page 6, Bog says he’s been practicing  What has he been 

practicing? How do you know?

•  Why did Dandelion, Doodlebug, and Bog chase after Glen Fiddick? How well 

did they cooperate to solve the problem?

•  What are some examples of humor in the text and illustrations?

PREPARE TO READ

Ask students to share what they know about groundhogs and Groundhog Day  

Record their contributions in a T-Chart  Return to this chart to compare their 

knowledge with what happens in the story  

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 7
0

0

Doodlebug and Dandelion wait with others to see if their park’s 

resident groundhog sees its shadow  Find out how the year’s 

event is more exciting than usual!

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION
Social Studies 

Research the history of Groundhog 

Day  Share what you find out with 

your classmates  

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do stories and 
nonfiction show the 
benefits of friendship, 
communication, and 
cooperation? 

ELA CONCEPT
Authors of fiction show how characters 

in a story respond to major events and 

challenges  
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ARTICLE: Fab Facts: Radio
Magazine page 10, Informational Text    

KEY VOCABULARY
broadcast (p. 10)  to send over 

television or radio 

receiver (p. 10)  an instrument that 

receives electronic signals and changes 

them into something that can be seen, 

heard, or understood

script (p. 10)  to write the text of a 

stage play, screenplay, or broadcast

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Reading Fluency  CCSS Foundational Skills 4

Read aloud all or part of the script of War of the Worlds (script available online)  

Read with expression  How convincing can you be? 

Making Inferences  CCSS Info Text 1

What made people panic when they heard the 1938 radio show? Discuss whether 

or not you think this could happen today 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas  CCSS Speaking & Listening 4, 5

With partners, write a radio advertisement  After revising and practicing, have 

students record their ads and share the recordings with the class  Discuss how the 

advertisements came across using only sound  

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  How do radio waves enhance our ability to communicate with others? Find 

evidence from the text to support your answers 

•  What is the main idea of this article? How does the information support the 

main idea? 

•  How did War of the Worlds fool people? 

PREPARE TO READ

Discuss the ways radio waves are used in our daily lives  List the times in a 

typical day that radio waves figure into students’ lives 

Le
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Learn interesting facts about radios and how they work 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do stories and nonfiction 
show the benefits of 
friendship, communication, and 
cooperation? 

EXTENSION
Science & Social Studies

Research to find your own interesting 

radio fact  Share your information 

with the class  Combine the new 

facts into a radio information poster 

CROSS CURRICULAR

ELA CONCEPT
Nonfiction can provide information 

about things in our daily lives 
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ARTICLE: Simone the Private Fly
Magazine page 11, Drama 

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Details That Support Genre  CCSS Literature 5

List the details that make this a work of fiction  What would be different if this was 

a nonfiction piece?

Details That Support Theme  CCSS Literature 2

This is a mystery that also highlights friendship and cooperation  List the details 

that support the elements of friendship and cooperation    

Reading Fluently  CCSS Foundational Skills 4

Put on a radio play! Form groups of students (actors and special effects 

technicians) to rehearse together  Record the plays and share your “broadcast ”

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  What does Simone say on page 13 that communicates that a new mystery 

might be welcome?

•  What is a likely reason Tabitha talks so slowly? What makes her key to Simone’s 

investigation?

•  What are the text features of a script? How are scripts different from other 

types of fiction?

PREPARE TO READ

Tell students about radio plays  Brainstorm the pros and cons of these types of 

plays 

Le
xi

le
 S

co
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It’s Simone’s birthday and all she wants is a day to spend all by 

herself  This works out well until she discovers her friend has 

been kidnapped!

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do stories and 
nonfiction show the 
benefits of friendship, 
communication, and 
cooperation? 

KEY VOCABULARY
ransom (p. 14) the payment 

demanded in return for setting a 

kidnapped person free

mothball (p. 14) a ball used to 

keep moths out of clothing

the jig is up (p. 15) a phrase that 

means the game or trick is over

solve (p. 18) to find an answer to

Science

Learn about the sounds made by 

bugs in this play (fly, junebug, snail, 

worm, and moth)  Practice making 

these sounds 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

ELA CONCEPT
Radio plays are one of the sub-genres 

of drama 
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ARTICLE: Simone’s Sound Advice
Magazine page 19, Contemporary Realistic Fiction 

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Following Directions  CCSS Informational Text 3

In a small group, follow the information found in “Thunder Inside Your House” and 

“The Mighty Crash Box ” First follow the directions as written and then experiment 

to create new effects  Demonstrate for the class 

List Reasons  CCSS Speaking & Listening 4

In a small group, use the information in “Be a Recording Artist” to record the 

experiments of the group(s) above  Use the information to help your classmates 

improve their sound effects 

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  What different objects might work in a crash box? Discuss what kind of 

dramatic scenes could be enhanced by different sounds 

•  What is the likely meaning of the word “zlonk”?

•  How must special effects technicians cooperate with radio actors?

PREPARE TO READ

Review what a radio play is  Discuss the need for sound effects and some 

possible sources for creating them  Explain that they will be reading about two 

ways to create sound effects to improve their performance 

Le
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Learn two easy ways to create sound effects to make your 

radio play come alive!

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do stories and 
nonfiction show the 
benefits of friendship, 
communication, and 
cooperation? 

KEY VOCABULARY
effect (p. 19) something that 

happens because of something else

flex (p. 19) to bend again and 

again

ruckus (p. 19) a noisy, often angry, 

disturbance

Science

Experiment with ways to produce 

different sounds  Demonstrate how 

these sounds are produced  

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

ELA CONCEPT
Informational text provides directions 

and information to build knowledge 

and experiences  
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ARTICLE: Perfect with a Capital P
Magazine page 24, Contemporary Realistic Fiction    

KEY VOCABULARY
explain (p. 24) to give information 

so that another person can understand 

something

hoist (p. 24) to lift or haul up 

chore (p. 27) a regular job around 

the house or at work

laundry (p. 27) clothes or linens 

that have been or are to be washed

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Character Study  CCSS Literature 3

Describe Jessica’s attitude toward Sarita in the beginning, middle, and end of the 

story  What leads to each change in attitude?

Context Clues  CCSS Literature 4

Search the text for Spanish phrases and sentences  Based on context clues, what 

do you think each phrase means? Why did the author include Spanish in the 

story?

Writing from a POV  CCSS Writing 3

Rewrite the story (or part of it) from Sarita’s point of view  What is her view of 

Jessica? How does it change? 

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  How does Jessica support her statement, “…Sarita is perfect with a capital P”? 

•  How does the illustration support Jessica’s opinion of Sarita?

•  Cite examples of Jessica’s kindness toward her brother  

•  From whose point of view is this story written? How can you tell?

•  Underline examples of the girls communicating and cooperating 

PREPARE TO READ

Discuss what factors affect one’s attitude toward another person  As students 

read this story, ask them to notice how the main character’s attitude changes  

Le
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Jessica is at the park with her little brother when a girl from 

school, Sarita, stops to talk to her  Jessica’s attitude about 

Sarita changes as she learns more about her 

CROSS CURRICULAR
EXTENSION
Spanish

Look up the meaning of the Spanish 

words used in this story  If possible, 

use a Spanish-speaking classmate 

and/or teacher to help you 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do stories and nonfiction 
show the benefits of 
friendship, communication, and 
cooperation? 

ELA CONCEPT
A story can show a change in a 

character’s attitude toward another 

character  
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ARTICLE: Musical Tongue Twisters
Magazine page 29, Humorous Fiction

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Reading Fluently  CCSS Foundational Skills 4

In pairs or small groups, practice saying the tongue twisters  When you are ready, 

share with others 

Research  CCSS Writing 7

Each tongue twister features one or more musical instruments  Research each 

instrument and report your findings to the class 

Writing  CCSS Writing 10

Write your own musical tongue twister, choosing an instrument not included in 

the article  

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  Why is the title appropriate for the text?

•  How do the illustrations support the information in the text?

•  Which combinations of sounds make each tongue twister tricky?

PREPARE TO READ

Explain what tongue twisters are  Ask students to share the ones they have 

heard 

Le
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Try out tricky tongue twisters with a merry musical theme 

KEY VOCABULARY
strum (p. 29)  to play a stringed 

instrument by brushing the strings 

with your fingers

pickpocket (p. 30) a thief who 

steals from pockets and purses 

ELA CONCEPT
Tongue twisters are phrases that 

repeatedly use similar sounds 

Library Skills

Find tongue twister books in the 

library  Read and share your favorites 

from these books 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do stories and 
nonfiction show the 
benefits of friendship, 
communication, and 
cooperation?
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COMPARE TEXTS

COMPARING TEXTS

SYNTHESIZE: Guide students to compare texts they read   Help students find the 
connections between pieces of information in multiple texts  Use prompts, such as the 
following examples, to have students work together to Integrate Ideas and Information 
(CCSS.Reading.9):

•  Find several texts that involve friends  Compare and contrast how the friendships are 
portrayed  How do the friends communicate? How do they cooperate?

•  Reread the nonfiction pieces  How do they help support communication skills? How 
do they help support cooperation skills?

•  Select several passages with illustrations  How do the illustrations support the details 
of the text? How do they add details to the text?

•  Reread “Fab Facts: Radio,” “Simone the Private Fly,” and “Simone’s Sound Advice ” 
How do the texts support one another?

CROSS-TEXT CONNECTIONS WITH MULTIPLE TEXTS

Spider: Sound, Music, Dance, Friendship © February 201610
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Friendship is a common theme in children’s literature  Communication and cooperation 
are also common themes  This issue of Spider provides stories and articles that support 
all three themes  In this mini-unit, students create class posters that show how friendship, 
communication, and cooperation interact and reinforce one another 

 

ENGAGE: Begin this mini-unit by having students explore the texts in Spider February 
2016 for examples of friendship, communication, and cooperation. Create a Friendship-
Communication-Cooperation graphic such as the one below on a portion of easel paper. 
Write the story or article title in the center block. Add details from the passage that 
support the themes found in the other blocks.

As time allows, add new graphics like the one below to the easel paper. This class activity 
will prepare students for the mini-unit project, Create Posters: Friends Communicate and 
Cooperate!

  

EXPLORATORY LEARNING - FLEXIBLE MINI-UNIT DESIGN

Share the essential question:
How do stories and nonfiction show the benefits of friendship, com-

munication, and cooperation? 

MINI-UNIT

Spider: Sound, Music, Dance, Friendship © February 2016

ENGAGE READ AND 
COMPARE

APPLY

11

Friendship
Simone stops everything 

to help her friend 

Story or Article
Simone the Private Fly

Communication
Gertude communicates 
the message so Simone 

can find the party 

Cooperation
All Simone’s friends 

work together to give 
her a great party 
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CHOOSE A PURPOSE FOR READING
CLOSE READ: CCSS Reading 1, 2, 3, 4 Read carefully to find ways that stories and nonfiction show 
the benefits of friendship, communication, and cooperation   

INFORMATIVE TEXTS : CCSS Writing 1, 2 Students provide detailed information about the benefits of 
friendship, communication, and cooperation  

READ AND COMPARE ARTICLES: Begin with a focus text as a base for building 
content knowledge and model how to work through the text. 

 1) READ ALOUD: Use “Simone the Private Fly” (pgs 11-18) as a focus article, or choose a 
different article that works well for your teaching goals  Share the article summary on page 6 of 
this guide  Students can read their own copies of the article and use sticky notes to mark places 
they find interesting or have questions about  

 2) DISCUSS THE TEXT: After reading, guide students to talk about the article  See the 
Article Pages for Close Reading Questions  Ask students to notice how the friends used 
communication and cooperation 

 3) READ NEW TEXTS: Help students choose additional articles to read based on their inquiry 
questions or what they’re interested in  Refer to the Article Pages for summaries of each article 
in Spider February 2016.

4) COMPARE TEXTS: After students have read multiple articles, guide them to make cross-text 
connections  Refer to page 10 for Cross-Text Comparisons, using prompts that help students 
integrate ideas and information 

Spider: Sound, Music, Dance, Friendship © February 2016

MINI-UNIT (cont )

12
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APPLY: CREATE POSTERS: FRIENDS COMMUNICATE AND COOPERATE! 

The students have read several texts and have discussed ways in which friends 
communicate and cooperate. Now it is time to create small-group posters. These posters 
will use ideas gathered from the texts and will celebrate friendship, communication, and 
cooperation. Form the students into small groups. Instruct each group to create a poster 
showing the benefits of communication and cooperation among friends. Each group’s 
poster will reflect the viewpoints of the members of that group.

Spider: Sound, Music, Dance, Friendship © February 2016

MINI-UNIT (cont )

MATERIALS

1 poster board for each group

Art supplies: crayons, markers, colored 
pencils, pens, pencils, rulers

STEP 1

Choose texts from the Spider February 
2016 issue that will help you plan your 
poster  Which ones best show how 
friends communicate and cooperate?  

Look at the class Friends Communicate 
and Cooperate Mind Map  Copy any 
information that will help you fill out 
your Friendship, Communication, and 
Cooperation Planning Page  Be sure to 
add your own ideas 

 STEP 2

Design your poster  Ideas:

•  Drawings of friends, with captions  
and/or speech bubbles showing 
communication

•  Drawings of friends, with captions 
and/or speech bubbles showing 
cooperation

13

STEP 3

Decide who will do each part of the 
poster  Will group members work 
directly on the poster or will they work 
on separate paper and glue their work 
on?

Add the finishing touches 

Remember to include a large title 

Remember to add your names!

STEP 4

Share your poster with the class  Tell 
your classmates why you chose your 
poster’s features 

Display your posters!
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TEAM MEMBERS
___________________________________________

Spider: Sound, Music, Dance, Friendship © February 201614

Mini-Unit Graphic Organizer

Friendship, Communication, and Cooperation Planning Organizer
Directions Choose stories and articles from Spider February 2016 that show ex-
amples of friendship, communication, and cooperation  These examples will help you 
create your poster  Have ideas of your own? Add them!

                         Friendship            Communication          Coorporation  

 Article / Page #

 Text or Image

Why it is an 
example of the 
concept

 Article / Page #

 Article / Page #

 Text or Image

 Text or Image

Why it is an 
example of the 
concept

Why it is an 
example of the 
concept
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ANALYZE GRAPHIC FEATURES

GRAPHIC FEATURE HOW THIS FEATURE HELPED 
YOUR UNDERSTANDING

PAGE
LOCATION

NAME: _________________________

Spider: Sound, Music, Dance, Friendship © February 201615
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CONCEPT CHART

ESSENTIAL QUESTION OR INQUIRY QUESTION:

ARTICLE 1: ARTICLE 2: ARTICLE 3:

Show how reading multiple articles developed your understanding of the 
essential question or or your own inquiry question.

NAME: _________________________

Spider: Sound, Music, Dance, Friendship © February 2016
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broadcast  to send over television or radio 

That night, an inventor in Massachusetts broadcast 
himself reading the Bible and playing the song “O Holy 
Night” on violin. (p. 10)

chore  a regular job around the house or at work 

“I read whenever I have time, after my chores.” (p. 27)

effect  something that happens because of 
something else 

Sound effects help radio listeners imagine wild things. 
(p. 19)

emerge  to rise up or come into view 

Everyone hoped that when Glen emerged, he wouldn’t 
see his shadow. (p. 5)

contraption  to give information so that another 
person can understand something 

The contraption was blowing out unbelievably real 
snow by the bucketload. (p. 8)

explain  to stoop or bend low with the arms and 
legs close to the body 

“He wants to go on the slide,” I explained to Sarita as I 
hoisted Matthew onto my hip. (p. 24)

flex  to bend again and again 

Now try flexing the sheet in your hands so it makes a 
wobbling sound. (p. 19)

hoist  to lift or haul up 

“He wants to go on the slide,” I explained to Sarita as I 
hoisted Matthew onto my hip. (p. 24)

laundry  clothes or linens that have been or are to 
be washed 

“And Rosa and I switch off with the dishes and 
laundry.” (p. 27) 

mothball  a ball used to keep moths out of clothing 

I’ll follow these mothballs to see where she went! (p. 
14)

muffler  a scarf worn to protect the neck 

She grinned, her double chins bubbling over the top of 
a bright muffler. (p. 4)

pickpocket  a thief who steals from pockets and 
purses 

Piper packed piccolos for pink-pocked pickpockets. (p. 
30)

ransom  the payment demanded in return for 
setting a kidnapped person free 

“…But if you’re really half the detective you think you 
are, you should be able to find her no problem. Love, 
the Ransomer.” (p. 14)

receiver  an instrument that receives electronic 
signals and changes them into something that can be 
seen, heard, or understood 

Then radio receivers, like the ones in cars, change 
them back into sound we can hear. (p. 10)

ruckus  a noisy, often angry, disturbance 

That’s a ruckus. (p. 19)

script  to write the text of a stage play, screenplay, 
or broadcast 

It was scripted to sound like a news broadcast, and its 
realistic acting and sound effects made listeners panic. 
(p. 10)

sign language  a system of hand motions used as 
for the deaf to communicate

“She’s using sign language to translate everything the 
mayor’s saying…” (p. 5)

solve  to find an answer to 

You’ve solved another case, Simone the Private Fly. (p. 
18)

stifle  to hold back 

Doodlebug tried to stifle his laughter, but there was no 
containing Bog. (p. 6)

strum  to play a stringed instrument by brushing the 
strings with your fingers 

Stan sang strong songs and strummed strange strings. 
(p. 29)

the jig is up  a phrase that means the game or 
trick is over 

The jig is up, you two. (p. 15) 

Glossary
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“Doodlebug & Dandelion”

• http://www kidsplayandcreate com/fun-groundhog-facts-and-groundhog-day-facts-for-kids/

Learn more about groundhogs and fun facts about Groundhog Day  

Fab Facts: Radio

• http://www sacred-texts com/ufo/mars/wow hym

Read the complete War of the Worlds script  

Simone the Private Fly

• http://www bugfacts net/index php

Explore interesting facts about insects and bugs 

Simone’s Sound Advice

• https://www youtube com/watch?v=Bh-wZ3Tx6gA

Watch a video of a woman from the Paley Center for Media demonstrate a number of sound 
effects  Kids help her create sound effects for a Wizard of Oz script  

Perfect with a Capital P

• https://www goodreads com/shelf/show/children-friendship

View a list of over 100 children’s books about friendship   

Musical Tongue Twisters

• http://www funenglishgames com/funstuff/tonguetwisters html

Discover short and long tongue twisters for students to practice 

 

Online Resources


